The human ear canal is a home of many in-ear devices including hearing aids, earphones, hearing protections and earplugs. This canal-type home has a moving neighbor called Temporomandibular Joint (TMJ) that slightly deforms its shape due to the jaw movements. These cyclic deformations of ear canal have a serious impact on the positioning, comfort and functioning of its fitted devices and contain significant amount of energy to harvest. Although the TMJ movements and the ear canal deformations have been the subject of many researches, their mutual actions are not still fully understood. This paper presents the development of a six-bar kinematic TMJ simulator capable of replicating the complicated motion of the jaw. Indeed, the underlying development relies on a two-phase mechanism design algorithm to numerically optimize and analytically synthesize linkage mechanisms for which the classical optimization approaches cannot return a converged solution. The proposed algorithm enables the design of a kinematic simulator to generate the TMJ path with an average error as low as 1.65% while respecting all the hinge axis parameters of the jaw. This algorithm can be subsequently used to solve nonlinear complex linkage synthesis problems. Finally, the developed kinematic simulator can be ultimately used to further investigate the TMJ-ear canal interactions.

1 Introduction

The human body can perform many movements using its articulations that connect to the bones. One of the most interesting articulation located in the area of the head is the temporomandibular joint (TMJ) which is involved in many jaw activities including eating, speaking, chewing, laughing, etc. TMJ is the bony protuberance of the jaw called mandibular condyle which is hosted within the fossa of the temporal bone of the skull. Many studies showed the mechanical influence of TMJ onto its surrounding soft tissues during opening and closing the jaw which is resulting in geometrical deformations of the ear canal, also called ear canal dynamic movement [1]. The ear canal movements caused by TMJ activity possess some kinetic energy which can be harvested to power electronic circuit of in-ear devices. Energy harvesting from inside the ear canal has been studied in recent years and a few energy scavenger prototypes have been developed so far. However, the exact ear canal deformation magnitude and the amount of energy available from TMJ activity is yet to be investigated. Given the small size and the curvy shape of the ear canal, the TMJ location is hard to access for in vivo measurements and the biomechanical interactions between the TMJ and the ear canal has not yet been fully known. So far, two methods have been proposed to quantify the ear canal dynamic movement: 1) an experimental method consisting of a hydraulic system which transform the ear canal deformation into a measurable pressure variation in a water column [1, 2] and 2) an analytical method based on the bending beam theory to model the ear canal wall deformation [3]. Although the obtained results are encouraging, the extensive level of simplification used in prior modelings questions the veracity of the results and necessitate the precise modeling of the TMJ-ear canal interactivity and interactions.
The TMJ activity and the earcanal shapes and deformations have been separately investigated by many groups of researchers to date. The complex kinematic of the TMJ has been studied either in 2D or 3D space, by focusing on the incisor path [4–7], the mandibular condyle path [8–11] or the mandibular helical axis path [12, 13]. These studies provide more insight to the mechanical behavior of the TMJ in different ranges of its motion including elevation/dropping, lateral deviation and protraction/retraction of the jaw. The forces applied by the TMJ during the mastication has also been the topic of many experimental researches. Some types of jaw motion simulators, replicators or robots have been developed to measure the TMJ loads during the mastication. All these robotic platforms mimic both kinematics and dynamics of the jaw movement either in a simple 1 degree of freedom (1-DOF) model [14], or a 3-DOF model [15–17] or more recently in a complicated 6-DOF model [18, 19]. In addition, the dental articulators which are currently in use by the dentists and the orthodontists enable the reproduction of some or all the movements of the mandible (lower jaw) in relation to the maxilla (upper jaw) to assist in the accurate fabrication of prosthetic or orthodontic appliances.

On the other side, the earcanal geometry and its associated dynamic movements have been the subject of many researches by audiologists and hearing conservationists to improve the process of ear impression required to make customized hearing aids and custom-fitted earplugs [20–22]. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, a comprehensive study involving both TMJ and earcanal as well as their mutual interactions is still missing in the literature. To this end, a TMJ-earcanal simulator based on a planar linkage mechanism is required to investigate how TMJ deforms the earcanal and how the earcanals react to the TMJ forces during jaw joint activity.

One of the best candidates to realize the TMJ-earcanal simulator is a planar linkage mechanism which are widely used to design anatomic prostheses, humanoid robots or exoskeletons capable of mimicking the human body joints motion. As compared with servo-controlled devices such as machine tool arms, the proposed linkage mechanism control design has the clear advantage of being much less expansive and much simpler to duplicate as a research tool: the integration of the proposal mechanics with an electrical motor could reproduce the TMJ anatomical behavior with a rotational input movement. As compared with other motion-transforming mechanisms such as cam-and-roller or rack-and-pinion ones, linkage mechanisms are capable of offering more complex types of motion while requiring a simpler architecture and fewer articulations. Also, the theory of such mechanisms is well known which makes their synthesis, design and analysis much easier to implement using inverse dynamics solution. Path generation and motion generation are two important types of problem in the mechanism synthesis. Path generation is the control of the mechanism coupler point to pass through a desired set of discrete points while the motion generation is the control of a coupler as a solid body in both position and orientation to move through some prescribed positions. Given a very limited number of design parameters for the linkage mechanisms, the optimization is normally required for the mechanism synthesis.

Optimal synthesis of mechanisms can be found in many biomedical prosthesis design. For example, a cross four-bar linkage mechanism to reproduce the movement of the middle finger of the human hand has been presented in [23]. Such mechanism is optimized according to the bending angle of the second phalanx by minimizing the mean quadratic error between the generated values and the desired ones. An optimized Stephenson six-bar linkage mechanism capable of reproducing the trajectory of the ankle joint according to the hip one for a human walking exoskeleton has been developed in [24]. This study proposes a 11-point path synthesis combined with an optimization process allowing the mechanism to pass through 60 accuracy points by minimizing the difference between the coupler point and the data points collected from a motion capture sensor. Another kind of six-bar linkage mechanism design has been proposed for a three-jointed finger mechanism [25]. The position of the coupler and its orientation compared with the data of the distal segment of the human finger are minimized with the least squares criteria.

The purpose of this study is to propose a biologically-inspired two-phase synthesis approach to design a six-bar linkage mechanism (SBLM) reproducing the TMJ movement while interacting with the earcanal. The feasibility to design a simplified-architecture mechanism that is only driven by the hinge axis joints is evaluated in this paper. The results of the paper can be adapted for the use in several fields including but not limited to the design of dental articulators, surgical mandibular implants or devices used to cure TMJ disorders. Also, other studies on the TMJ-earcanal interaction such as those focused on the earplug comfort [26], hearing aid retention problem [27, 28] or energy harvesting from earcanal dynamic movement [29–31] can substantially benefit from the result of this study.

2 Biomechanics of the TMJ

Studying the jaw joint movements and its influence on the earcanal deformations requires some definitions to describe the TMJ movements and constraints. The hinge axis is defined as an imaginary line which is perpendicular to the mid-sagittal plane of the head, passing through the centers of both mandibular condyles as shown by a blue point in Fig. 1a. In most studies, the hinge axis is a reference to measure the kinematic parameters of the jaw movements like the mandibular condyle path (yellow dashed line), the incisor path $p_{\text{incisor}}$ (red line) and the sagittal rotation $\Phi_{\text{hinge}}$ (red arc) as illustrated in Fig. 1a.

The geometrical path of the hinge axis represents the curvilinear translation of the mandibular condyle. The following mathematical function has been proposed by Peck as a boundary condition for the mandibular condyle path during the jaw opening [32].
where \( x \) denotes the coordinate along the anteroposterior (A-P) axis and \( y \) denotes the coordinate along the supero-inferior (S-I) axis. In fact, this formula represents the shape of the temporal fossa of the skull bone, which is the superior anatomical bound of the mandibular condyle movement. As shown in Fig. 1a, the proposed profile is oriented with respect to the anatomical planes attached to the human head by a 40° rotation with respect to the occlusal plane and a 20° rotation with respect to the mid-sagittal plane. Moreover, the profile length corresponds to a 16-millimeters horizontal translation of the mandibular condyle along the A-P axis.

The hinge axis is also the axis around which the jaw performs its rotation during mouth opening. This rotation induces a curvilinear translation of the incisor. Several studies have been focused on the relations between the incisor and the condylar paths. For example, a 32.05±0.90° sagittal rotation of the jaw can be associated to a 48.60±1.03 mm curvilinear translation of the incisor by performing an optoelectric tracking of the jaw [4].

For this preliminary study, it is assumed that the occlusal plane is horizontal, the hinge axis opening rotation of the jaw \( \Phi_{\text{hinge}} \) is fixed at 32° in clockwise rotation and the mouth opening movement is symmetric between the left and right TMJ. The target path is defined as a set of discrete positions resulting from the function presented in Eqn. (1) after performing the anatomical transformations (40° orientation according to the occlusal plane and 16 mm truncation of the translation path). Since the study frame is based on the parasagittal plane passing through the mandibular condyle center, the angular orientation of the temporal fossa profile according to the mid-sagittal plane is not considered. The mandibular condyle is assumed going back-and-forth along the profile described by the anatomical-adjusted function of Peck. The curvilinear length of the incisor path \( s_{\text{incisor}} \) is supposed to be 50 mm.

3 One-phase optimization approach: Motion generation synthesis

Several mechanisms can be used for continuous path generation passing through a set of specified discrete positions. The mechanism should be able to: (1) perform a planar (2D) motion as the target path is a 2D curve, (2) to be driven by one input signal to have the simplest possible control, and (3) favor pivoted links over slider links as the design and implementation of pivoted links are technically much simpler than those of slider links. Therefore, the four bar linkage mechanism (FBLM-1), composed only of pivoted or rotating articulations is best candidate for this study. Figure 2 schematically shows the FBLM-1 model in its initial (solid line) and intermediate (dashed line) positions after an arbitrary rotation of \( \Delta \Theta_A \) for the input link.

As illustrated in Fig. 2, 11 design variables can be identified for the FBLM-1: the lengths of all the links \( l_1, l_2, l_3, l_4 \) and \( l_I \), the global orientation of the mechanism by angle \( \alpha \) with respect to the reference A-P axis, the coupler angle \( \gamma \), the initial angular position of the input link \( \Theta_{A,0} \), the angular variation of the input angle \( \Delta \Theta_A \), and the coordinates \([x_A, y_A] \) of the point \( A \). The global \((x, y)\) and local \((u, v)\) frames are orthogonal coordinate systems fixed in point \( A \) whose first axes are aligned with the reference A-P axis and link \( l_I \) respectively as shown in Fig. 2.

The optimized configuration of the FBLM-1 model should generate a path at point \( C \) that fits to the target path as close as possible. To this end, the coordinates of the coupler point \( C \) should be expressed as a function of the design variables in the global coordinate system by:

\[
\begin{align*}
  x_C &= x_A + l_2 \cos (\Theta_A + \alpha) + l_C \cos (\gamma + \Theta_P + \alpha) \\
  y_C &= y_A + l_2 \sin (\Theta_A + \alpha) + l_C \cos (\gamma + \Theta_P + \alpha)
\end{align*}
\]

(2)

It is therefore necessary to express the design parameter \( \Theta_P \) as a function of the design variables by using the Freudenstein’s method [33]. Projecting the geometric loop in Fig. 2 onto the directions \( \vec{u} \) and \( \vec{v} \) yields:

\[
\begin{align*}
  l_2 \cos (\Theta_A) + l_3 \cos (\Theta_P) - l_4 \cos (\Theta_B) - l_1 &= 0 \\
  l_2 \sin (\Theta_A) + l_3 \sin (\Theta_P) - l_4 \sin (\Theta_B) &= 0
\end{align*}
\]

(3)

By eliminating \( \Theta_B \) in Eqns. (3) and using \( K_1 = \frac{l_1}{l_2}, \quad K_2 = \frac{l_1}{l_4} \), \( K_3 = \frac{l_2^2 - l_3^2 - l_4^2 - l_I^2}{2l_2l_3} \), one can obtain:

\[
K_1 \cos (\Theta_P) + K_2 \cos (\Theta_A) + K_3 = \cos (\Theta_P) \cos (\Theta_A) + \cos (\Theta_P) \cos (\Theta_A)
\]

(4)

Then, by using the half-angle entities in Eqn. (4), a quadratic polynomial of unknown \( \tan (\Theta_P/2) \) can be expressed as:

\[
A \tan^2 \left( \frac{\Theta_P}{2} \right) + B \tan \left( \frac{\Theta_P}{2} \right) + C = 0
\]

(5)

in which:

\[
\begin{align*}
  A &= (1 + K_2) \cos (\Theta_A) - K_1 + K_3, \\
  B &= -2 \sin (\Theta_A), \\
  C &= K_1 + (K_2 - 1) \cos (\Theta_A) + K_3
\end{align*}
\]
Fig. 1: (a) Anatomical setting of the TMJ model for the right side; and (b) Anatomical planes and axis associated with the head: (1) median or mid-sagittal plane, (2) horizontal or transverse plane, (3) frontal or coronal plane, (4) anterior axis, (5) posterior axis, (6) superior axis, (7) inferior axis, (8) lateral axis, and (9) medial axis.

Finally, \( \theta_P \) is deduced from the solution of Eqn. (5):

\[
\theta_{P_{1,2}} = 2 \arctan \left( \frac{-B \pm \sqrt{B^2 - 4AC}}{2A} \right)
\]  

Equation (6) potentially provides 2 solutions, each corresponds to a specific configuration of the mechanism: '+' represents the solution of the open configuration (none of the links are crossed), whereas '-' corresponds to the crossed configuration (two links cross over each other). The optimization process takes into account both configurations. By replacing Eqn. (6) into Eqns. (2), the coordinates of the point \( C \) are expressed as a function of the design variables.

For the optimization process, the target path is modeled as an interpolation of \( N = 50 \) discrete points. Each of these points is compared to its associated generated point \( C_i \) which corresponds to the angle value of \( \theta_{A,i} \). The performance of the mechanism synthesis is evaluated based on the root-mean-square error (RMSE) between the target and the generated path normalized to the length of the displacement in the target zone \( s_{\text{target}} \). Therefore, the optimum design is obtained by minimizing the following objective function:

\[
\varepsilon = \sqrt{\frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \left[ (x_{\text{target},i} - x_{C,i})^2 + (y_{\text{target},i} - y_{C,i})^2 \right] s_{\text{target}}}
\]

The optimized FBLM-1 model would be physically realizable and biomechanically capable of reproducing the movement of the jaw if the following constraints are satisfied:

**Constraint #1:** The size of the links should remain in an acceptable range in order to minimize the space requirement:

\[ 15 \text{mm} \leq l_i \leq 150 \text{mm} \quad \forall i \in \{1, 2, 3, 4\} \]

**Constraint #2:** Grashof condition should be imposed to ensure the smooth movement of the mechanism in its operating range including the entire target curve:

\[
2 \min \{l_1, l_2, l_3, l_4\} + 2 \max \{l_1, l_2, l_3, l_4\} - (l_1 + l_2 + l_3 + l_4) \leq 0
\]

**Constraint #3:** Link 2 is the input crank and should be capable of rotating a full 360° without any restriction or
Fig. 3: Flowchart of the iterative process for solving the one-phase optimization problem of FBLM-1 model. \( \varepsilon_{V_i} \) : set of RMSE for the neighborhood of evaluation points at iteration \( 'i' \).

toggle position. Therefore, link 2 should be the shortest link in the mechanism and its length \( l_2 \) should be the smallest among links;

\[
l_2 \leq l_i \quad \forall i \in \{1, 3, 4\} \tag{10}
\]

**Constraint #4:** The incisor movement is modeled by the point \( P \) in Fig. (2), so the curvilinear path of the point \( P \) should be equal to \( s_{\text{incisor}} \);

\[
l_2 \Delta \theta_A = s_{\text{incisor}} = 50\,\text{mm} \tag{11}
\]

**Constraint #5:** The coupler should perform the biomechanical rotation \( \Phi_{\text{hinge}} \) of the jaw;

\[
\Delta \theta_p = \Phi_{\text{hinge}} = -32^\circ \tag{12}
\]

The \texttt{fmincon} function with the Sequential Quadratic Programming (SQP) algorithm in the \textit{Optimization Toolbox} of MATLAB (The MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA, United States) is chosen as it is able to keep running the solving process of a nonlinear objective function even if the intermediate values are non-real. \texttt{fmincon} receives some input parameters including an initial set of the design variables. Therefore, it is necessary to run the optimization process by using different initial guesses to enlarge the design space. The solving process of the one-phase optimization approach is resumed in Fig. 3.

Ten iterations of the process are performed in this study for each open- and crossed-configuration of the FBLM-1 model. Finally, the optimized model is chosen based on the lowest RMSE criterion. Among the 20 results, the lowest RMSE is \( \varepsilon = 3.12\% \) for the open configuration with the optimized set of design variables detailed in Table 1. Figure 4 shows the optimized generated path (dashed line) compared to the target path (solid line).

Although the optimized generated path can follow the target curve, the difference between two curves is quite considerable as seen in Fig. 4. The general shape of the generated path is not curvy enough and does not exhibit an inflection point. Therefore, the first-order optimality value is relatively high and equals to 192.77. Also, the maximum constraint violation value equal to 27.68 confirms that some constraints are violated in the optimization process. These parameters indicate that the FBLM-1 model is not performing well and is overconstrained. Therefore, it is necessary to relax some constraints or modify the architecture of the mechanism to split the constraints between several links. Two-phase hybrid optimization approach presented in the following section aims at improving the shortcoming of the FBLM-1 model by imposing the constraints on two different links.

| \( l_1 \) | 123.45 mm |
| \( l_2 \) | 106.38 mm |
| \( l_3 \) | 150 mm |
| \( l_4 \) | 150 mm |
| \( l_C \) | 143.72 mm |
| \( \alpha \) | 79.49\(^\circ\) |
| \( \gamma \) | 0\(^\circ\) |
| \( \theta_{A,O} \) | 206.36\(^\circ\) |
| \( \Delta \theta_A \) | 25.31\(^\circ\) |
| \( x_A \) | 69.61 mm |
| \( y_A \) | -1.06 mm |

Fig. 4: Optimized generated path for the FBLM-1 model compared with the target path. Closed jaw position corresponds to the origin of the coordinate system.
4 Two-phase hybrid optimization approach: Path and motion generation syntheses

The two-phase hybrid approach consists in synthesizing two separate linkages for path and motion generation of the jaw and then integrating both subordinate mechanisms into the final setup. To this end, two different methods will be used to synthesize each sub-mechanism: 1) The numerical optimization approach is used for the path generation and 2) the analytical synthesis approach is adopted for the motion generation. Indeed, the proposed design is a marriage of a four-bar linkage mechanism (FBLM-2) to generate the desirable trajectory of point C and a three-rotational-joint (R) sub-mechanism called RRR-dyad to control the orientation of the jaw during its travel. The resulting mechanism would be a six-bar linkage mechanism called SBLM as illustrated in Fig. 5c.

Path generation optimization of FBLM-2

FBLM-2 is a four bar closed mechanism composed of the links \( l_1 \) through \( l_4 \) as shown in Fig. 5b. Four out of five constraints mentioned in the previous section are imposed to FBLM-2. In fact, constraint #1 to constraint #4 are all applied to FBLM-2, but constraint #5 is relaxed to make the generated path closer to the target path for the point C. Except for constraints, the optimization procedure of FBLM-2 model remains quite similar to FBLM-1 with the same computational process, objective function and optimization algorithm.

Analytical motion generation synthesis of RRR-dyad

RRR-dyad is an open linkage consisting of RRR-dyad \( l_5 \) and \( l_6 \) as shown in Fig. 5a. RRR-dyad is coupled up to the FBLM-2 via the joint located at C. This point represents the TMJ and \( l_6 \) constitutes the jaw. The RRR-dyad makes the jaw link \( l_6 \) pass through three specified positions of the point C along the TMJ trajectory while controlling its orientation with the rotation angles \( \alpha_2 \) and \( \alpha_3 \) at the intermediate and final positions.

The analytical synthesis of RRR-dyad for three precision positions is based on the algebraic analysis of the vector loops formed by its links in the starting, intermediate and final positions. Therefore, three distinct positions of the point C along the TMJ trajectory are chosen and the RRR-dyad model is schematically built at these positions as demonstrated in Fig. 5a.

The design variables including \( l_5 \) and \( l_6 \), their initial angular positions, \( \theta_{O,0} \) and \( \theta_{M,0} \), their intermediate and final rotations \( \alpha_2 \), \( \alpha_3 \), \( \beta_2 \) and \( \beta_3 \) with respect to their initial angular positions and the magnitude and orientation of the displacement vectors \( p_2 \), \( p_3 \), \( \delta_2 \) and \( \delta_3 \) to reach the intermediate and final positions can be identified in the model. Two vector loops are formed in Fig. 5a resulting in two vector equations as follow:

\[
\begin{align*}
OM_1 + M_1C_1 + C_1C_2 + C_2M_2 + M_2\dot{O} &= 0 \\
OM_1 + M_1C_1 + C_1C_N + CNM_N + M_N\dot{O} &= 0
\end{align*}
\]

By decomposing the vector equations into two orthogonal scalar equations along \( \vec{x} \) and \( \vec{y} \), one can obtain:

\[
\begin{align*}
I_5 \cos \theta_O (\cos \beta_2 - 1) - I_5 \sin \theta_O \sin \beta_2 +& I_6 \cos \theta_M (\cos \alpha_2 - 1) - I_6 \sin \theta_M \sin \alpha_2 = p_2 \cos \delta_2 \\
I_5 \sin \theta_O (\cos \beta_2 - 1) - I_5 \cos \theta_O \sin \beta_2 +& I_6 \sin \theta_M (\cos \alpha_2 - 1) - I_6 \cos \theta_M \sin \alpha_2 = p_2 \sin \delta_2
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
I_5 \cos \theta_O (\cos \beta_3 - 1) - I_5 \sin \theta_O \sin \beta_3 +& I_6 \cos \theta_M (\cos \alpha_3 - 1) - I_6 \sin \theta_M \sin \alpha_3 = p_3 \cos \delta_3 \\
I_5 \sin \theta_O (\cos \beta_3 - 1) - I_5 \cos \theta_O \sin \beta_3 +& I_6 \sin \theta_M (\cos \alpha_3 - 1) - I_6 \cos \theta_M \sin \alpha_3 = p_3 \sin \delta_3
\end{align*}
\]

The system of equations contains 12 unknowns for 4 equations. The 4 variables related to the point \( C \) is that \( p_2, \delta_2, \delta_3 \) and \( \alpha_3 \) are defined by the generated path obtained from the optimized FBLM-2 model. Moreover, according to the constraint #5, the link \( l_6 \) should rotate \( \Phi_{\text{hinge}} \) between the initial and final positions resulting in \( \Phi_{\text{hinge}}/2 \) between the initial and the intermediate position \( \alpha_2 \); so \( \alpha_2 \) and \( \alpha_3 \) are determined by

\[
\begin{align*}
\alpha_2 &= \Phi_{\text{hinge}}/2 = -16^\circ \\
\alpha_3 &= \Phi_{\text{hinge}} = -32^\circ
\end{align*}
\]

Furthermore, \( \beta_2 \) and \( \beta_3 \) are chosen arbitrarily. The system of Eqn. (14) and (15) can be presented in the matrix form by

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
A & -B & C & -D \\
F & -G & H & -K
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
l_{5x} \\
l_{5y}
\end{bmatrix}
=
\begin{bmatrix}
E \\
L
\end{bmatrix}
\]

in which

\[
\begin{align*}
l_{5x} &= l_5 \cos \theta_O \\
l_{5y} &= l_5 \sin \theta_O \\
l_{6x} &= l_6 \cos \theta_M \\
l_{6y} &= l_6 \sin \theta_M
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
A &= \cos \beta_2 - 1 & G &= \sin \beta_3 \\
B &= \sin \beta_2 & H &= \cos \alpha_3 - 1 \\
C &= \cos \alpha_2 - 1 & K &= \sin \alpha_3 \\
D &= \sin \alpha_2 & L &= \cos \delta_3 \\
E &= p_2 \cos \delta_2 & M &= p_2 \sin \delta_3 \\
F &= \cos \beta_3 - 1 & N &= p_3 \sin \delta_3
\end{align*}
\]

\[
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\]
The solution of the matrix equation gives the link size variables $l_5x$, $l_5y$, $l_6x$, and $l_6y$. By knowing the position of the point $C$, one can find the position of the fixed pivot $O$ by:

$$
\begin{align*}
    x_O &= x_{C_1} - l_6x - l_5x \\
    y_O &= y_{C_1} - l_6y - l_5y
\end{align*}
$$

Finally, the analytically synthesized RRR-dyad sub-mechanism can be integrated with the optimized FBLM-2 to form the six-bar mechanism SBLM capable of generating both the path and the motion of the jaw link during its travel from closed to open jaw position. The process of the two-phase hybrid approach is resumed in Fig. 6.

5 Results

Two-phase hybrid optimization approach is executed for ten different starting points in both configurations like the one-phase approach. The lowest obtained RMSE for the converged solution is calculated to be $\varepsilon = 1.29\%$ for the open configuration with the optimized set of design variables detailed in Table 2. Moreover, the first-order optimality value is equal to 0.015 which demonstrates a significant improvement over the results obtained for the classical one-phase optimization. In addition, the maximum constraint violation value is as low as $4.12 \times 10^{-5}$ which guarantees the satisfaction of all the imposed constraints.

The RRR-dyad analytical synthesis for the motion generation of the jaw link is highly dependent on the arbitrary values of $\beta_2$ and $\beta_3$. Therefore many couple values of $(\beta_2, \beta_3)$ are tested for the RRR-dyad and the obtained feasible
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Fig. 5: Schematic representation of (a) RRR-dyad model, (b) FBLM-2 model and (c) SBLM model obtained by attaching (a) and (b) from the point $C$. The initial positions are in solid line.

Fig. 6: Flowchart of the process for solving the two-phase hybrid optimization-analytical problem for FBLM-2 and RRR-dyad models. $\varepsilon_{V_i}$: set of RMSE for the neighborhood of evaluation points at iteration ‘i’.
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Table 2: Optimized values of the design variables for the FBLM-2 model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$l_1$</td>
<td>137.72 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$l_2$</td>
<td>24.84 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$l_3$</td>
<td>26.94 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$l_4$</td>
<td>137.68 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$l_C$</td>
<td>34.47 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha$</td>
<td>111.40°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\gamma$</td>
<td>14.04°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\theta_A$</td>
<td>185.16°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta \theta_A$</td>
<td>108.42°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$x_A$</td>
<td>17.53 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$y_A$</td>
<td>3.62 mm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Values of the design variables for the analytical solution of the RRR-dyad model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$l_5$</td>
<td>17.06 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$l_6$</td>
<td>34.05 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\theta_{O,0}$</td>
<td>6.64°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\theta_{M,0}$</td>
<td>113.19°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$x_O$</td>
<td>-3.93 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$y_O$</td>
<td>-33.27 mm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 7: Optimized generated path for the FBLM-2 model compared with the FBLM-1 and the target path. Closed jaw position corresponds to the origin of the coordinate system.

6 Discussion

According to Table 2, the length of all the links is less than 150 mm as required by the constraint #1, the Grashof condition is satisfied as imposed by constraint #2 and $l_2$ is the shortest link as forced by the constraint #3. Therefore, the global size of the mechanism remains in an acceptable range. The optimized generated path of FBLM-2 (dash-dotted line) is illustrated in Fig. 7 and compared to the FBLM-1 (dashed line) and the target path (solid line).

According to Fig. 7, the global shape of the FBLM-2 curve is much closer to the target path than the FBLM-1. Particularly, an inflection point and S-shape form can be explicitly observed for the FBLM-2 curve in contrast to the FBLM-1. Furthermore, the path generated by FBLM-2 is more successful in pursuing the target path specifically at both extremities of the curves. Since the most of interactions between the earcanal and TMJ occurs at the end of the curve, the accuracy of the generated path at this location is very crucial. The overall improvement achieved by the proposed two-phase hybrid optimization over the classical single phase optimization can be quantified by comparing their associated errors which reveals two times better performance for the FBLM-2. The main reason is that the combined path and motion generation synthesis is over-constrained as for the FBLM-1 model, whereas the FBLM-2 model is properly constrained by assigning the motion generation constraint to the RRR-dyad submechanism. Therefore, the maximum constraint violation value is remarkably dropped and becomes almost zero for the path generation synthesis of FBLM-2.

The rotation of the jaw link $l_6$ in RRR-dyad is calculated while the TMJ is traveling along the trajectory curve and the results are demonstrated in Fig. 10. According to this figure, the angular variation of the jaw link is almost
linear with a constant rate of 2° per millimeter of the TMJ displacement. From the kinematic point of view, it means a quasi-homogeneous movement for the mechanism. From the anatomic point of view, it means that the jaw rotation is quite uniform during the opening phase of the mouth. The translation-rotation correlation of the jaw has been already investigated by other researchers. For example, the contribution of the jaw rotation is estimated to be 2.1 ± 0.2° per millimeter of the TMJ translation [10] showing a difference of about 4.8% compared to what reported in this research. The difference can be explained by (1) the difference in measuring the horizontal translation of the TMJ (15.0±1.6 mm versus 16 mm used in this work) and (2) the jaw opening rotation around the hinge axis (31.9±4.2° versus 32° in this work).

As both optimization approaches are dependent on the initial guess for the design variables, the validity of the optimized designs is limited to the vicinity of the initial guess set. To find the global optimal solutions, all the possibilities of initial guess need to be verified.

It should be noted that the human anatomy is not unique and hence, the kinematic parameters for describing the opening mouth movement may vary among individuals. Three well-individualised kinematic TMJ models correlated with temporal bone geometries have been reported in the literature and it is estimated that the inter-individual variation of the parameters is weak within each group [10]. All the results obtained in this study are closely dependent on the TMJ model described in section 2.

However, the proposed synthesis approach could make it possible to customize the SBLM generated path to model more than one TMJ anatomy. The solving process detailed in Fig. 6 would remain the same, and only the biomechanical constraints values would be adjusted according to the
The proposed two-phase optimization approach can be used to design linkage mechanisms in general and human prosthesis in particular where complicated objective functions and highly nonlinear constraints impair using the classical optimization approach. Moreover, the developed kinematic simulator would facilitate the morphological study of TMJ and the deformation analysis of earcanal while providing a platform to validate the kinematic mechanisms, biomechanical computer simulations or finite element models of the TMJ-earcanal interactions. Additionally, the proposed simulator can give new insights into the complex motion of the TMJ, improve the mandibular implant design and eventually lead to understand and treat the temporomandibular joint (TMJ) diseases. Furthermore, it can enable to investigate the discomfort issues related to hearing prostheses and simplify the evaluation of the kinetic energy associated with earcanal dynamic movements for energy harvesting.
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